
The
MobiDig

App & the
Hiveboard



MobiDig is a solution that
stimulates and supports

existing social organizations
in providing digital skills
lessons to hard-to-reach

people, such as the
homeless, vulnerable

youngsters or the elderly.



In 2021, a working group
composed of BNP
Paribas Fortis, CTG
Circular, Proximus, VRT
and Hobo started to
work on the idea of
MobiDig.

Then, we implemented
and tested the solution
together with 5 social
organizations situated in
Brussels, Flanders and
Wallonia during a pilot
phase in 2021 and 2022. 

Together, we worked on
handy tools to go mobile,
and we developed
innovative learning
features, providing
disadvantaged people
with the best learning
experience. 



The tool consists of 2
components that are
complementary in use: 

a digital MobiDig App with
a student and teacher’s
interface, 

and the Hiveboard, a
physical LED-lit board. 



Introducing the 
MobiDig App

With the
MobiDig App,
Students can

learn and
practice at
their own
pace, by

completing
challenges. 



Students log in and choose
 a theme with several
challenges to work on. During
a challenge, they can indicate if
they have difficulties or not.
And once they achieve the
challenge, they can mention
the difficulty level they have
experienced.

Within the application, they
can see their progress and
choose a new challenge to
complete the theme.



The app is
connected to the
physical
component of the
tool, the
Hiveboard,
bringing together
and visualizing
the contribution
and progress of
the students 



Introducing
the Hiveboard

An appealing &
interactive

board. 

It helps visualise the individual
or group progress. 



The hexagon tiles with icons are
positioned on the board as a
beehive. They are interchangeable,
making it possible for the teacher
to adapt the board to the activity
at hand and e.g., outline the
themes, goals or challenges. 

The students’ progress can be
tracked on the learning path. The
tiles will light up green according
to the progress being made by the
students during the exercises.
When a student has difficulties
completing a task, a red light will
appear on the hexagon.



In the teacher’s interface, the teacher can identify the
problem and encourage other students to help or help

herself/himself. You can use the Hiveboard to make
your course more playful, by for example organizing a
‘capture the flag’- like competition with the tiles and

keep track of the score with the LEDs.



The board also has four strips that are designed for
quizzing or evaluation (e.g., how do you/ the group
feel(s) about this?) and one strip that serves as a timer.
In general, the Hiveboard is designed for mobility and
comes with a handy bag that makes it easy to
transport. 

The tool proves to be a useful and fun addition to the
standard learning environment for both teachers and
students. The Hiveboard stimulates (off-screen)
interaction and group spirit, and helps the teacher
visualize and track the learning path and progress. 

The Hiveboard offers support to your existing course
sessions and gives them the ‘wow- factor’ needed to
motivate and engage your audience. 



1 Hiveboard
1 stand
1 bag
1 adapter
20 empty hexagon
stickers
5 printed hexagon
stickers
30 plexiglass hexagons:
empty
8 plexiglass hexagons
with a black border for
the “themes» 
1 plexiglass hexagon
with a trophy icon
1 rectangular hexagon
with a timer icon
1 rectangular plate with
“A B C D” for the quiz 2
empty rectangular plates 

1126 €
excluding VAT



WE HOPE YOU’LL SOON BE PART
OF THE MOBIDIG EXPERIENCE! 

https://digitall.be/mobidig

THANK YOU!


